ELECTRICAL WORK
in the
WESTINGHOUSE
Total Electric Home
Built by
McGehee Realty Co.
J. C. Gipson, Cont.
done by
NEELY & EDWARDS
Ph. FL 3-1344 or FL 5-2755

LOOK! the bathroom proves
this is a quality house...

it's American-Standard

- Many fine construction details of a house don't show. But you can get an idea of the quality by checking some of the visible features. And this house has the quality fixtures that mean an added amount of quality.

Take the American-Standard bathroom for instance. These fine plumbing fixtures are famous for their beautiful lines, handsome colors and, above all, solid construction which assures lasting beauty, easy cleaning, long-run economy.

McGEHEE
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Citizen Club and the Home Builders Association, having served as president of the building group in 1957.

McGehee lives at 4071 Kings Highway with his wife, Margaret Winnie McGehee, formerly of Laurel, and their two children, Peggy 13, and Jimmy, a junior at the University of Mississippi.

In his leisure time, McGehee confined, fishing occupies many hours.

Director of the future growth and potential of the McGehee Realty Company is the fact that the firm, along with J. C. Gipson Builders, was selected to develop the new Westinghouse "Total Electric" home in Jackson.

FAMILY MAN

Also, he is a member of the Brotherhood Baptist Church here in the city.

Married in the former Charlotte Duke of Smith County, he is the father of three children, all boys. They are Jimmy, 13, Phillip, 7, and Tony 4. The Gipsons live at 4511 Ridgeway Road in Jackson.

As Mr. Gipson represents, it is a true success story of a young man who has worked hard to climb to the top of the success ladder. With an ever-expanding operation of his company, he is certainly a "young man on the move."

Lighted Sign Points

Make it easy for your friends to find your home by installing an illuminated address sign, the American Home Lighting Institute advises. Another aid is a flag lantern to light the way to your front door.

KEY SALES PERSONNEL— Spearheading the sales of McGehee Realty in the Jackson area are the top sales members of the McGehee Realty team. Standing is Bob Flanagan of 605 Byrdwood Drive; seated in the picture are (left to right) Zeke Allen of 111 Cedar Lane Drive; Mrs. Harry L. Smith of 3739 Kings Highway; and James J. Newman of 720 Primrose Avenue.

A beautiful floor styling
made up of small square-faced cubes of vinyl plastic.

Looking for something that's different in floor styling? You'll find it in the new Tessera Series in Armstrong Vinyl Corlon. The small square-faced cubes of vinyl that make up the design are so uniform in pattern that they look as if they were cut and set by hand. But more important, these cubes go all the way through to the backing and are so thick that the finished flooring equals heavy gauge linoleum in wearing qualities. Exclusive Armstrong Hydrocork Backing assures long service on basement floors as well as suspended floors. Available in seven decorator-selected colors.

See it now in our display room—free cost estimates furnished.

Installed by

JACKSON LINOLEUM CO.

354 Meadowbrook Road
Phone EM 6-4456

FEEL YOURSELF GO

... YOU'LL BE EXCITED, TOO!